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Name

Description

Safety & Privacy First!
Google Safety Center

Google’s guide to privacy and safety for our students and families.

Safe Search

Use safe search to block inappropriate and explicit results while searching. While in
Chrome, choose ‘settings>search settings’. Click the box to turn safe search on. This
feature can be password protected by choosing ‘lock safesearch’.

Go Incognito

Browse a public computer without saving a record of the history.

Chrome Browser Know-How
Sync Across Devices

Sync your browsing history, tabs, settings and more across all of your devices!

Use Multiple Profiles

Use Chrome profiles to manage multiple accounts If you have different bookmarks,
extensions, and settings for each.

Enable Guest Browsing

Enable Guest Browsing to allow others to use your computer. By logging as a guest they
will not be able to your information such as browsing history and bookmarks.

Chrome Tab Tips
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Reload
Duplicate
Pin
Mute
Close, Close other, Close to the Right
Reopen Closed
Bookmark All

Refine Your Web Search
Google Voice Search

You can use your voice to do things like search, get directions, and create reminders.

Quotation Marks

Use quotes “ “ to search for exact words

Asterisks

Use an asterisk within quotes to specify unknown words “*” [“imagine all the * living for
today”]

Limit Search to One Site

Search particular websites for keywords- “Trump site:TIME.com”

Find Similar Sites

Type Related followed by site. “Related: Amazon.com.

Song Lyrics

Song lyrics-follow the name of any song with the word ‘lyrics’.

Game Scores
 &
Schedules

Game scores-place ‘vs’ between the names of teams to see live scores.

Range of Numbers
Using + or -

Use the minus sign to eliminate results containing certain words (Eagles -football)

Search Filters

The subset of searching icons. (All, images, news, videos, shopping) Tools provides even
another subset that makes searching faster.

Find Exact File Types

Follow the topic by the type of file. The Wright Brothers filetype:ppt.

Little Engines That Can
Google Scholar

Search, cite and save scholarly journals and peer edited articles

Google Images

Google’s image search service based on keywords associated with an image.

Google News

Google News is a computer-generated news site that aggregates headlines from news
sources worldwide.

Google Maps

A web-mapping service that offers satellite imagery, street maps, 360° panoramic views of
streets, real-time traffic conditions, and route planning using various travel methods.

Google Videos

Google’s video search engine that allows for filtered searching of full and partial clips.

Google Groups

Google Groups is a service from Google that provides discussion groups for people
sharing common interests.

SafeSearchKids.com

Powered by Goolge SAfe Search technology.

KidsSearch.Com

Powered by Google using Safe Search technology.

Online Tools at Your Fingertips
Calculator &
Tip Calculator

Type ‘calculator’- great for those times when a student forgets!

Roll a Die

Type ‘Roll a Die’ and watch it randomly land on a number 1-6.

Flip a Virtual Coin

Type ‘flip coin’ - a virtual coin flips and lands!

Set Timer or Stopwatch

Type ‘set timer’ and number of minutes-an actual timer or stopwatch! Use icon in lower
right corner to show full-screen.

Conversions

Type ‘Convert’- and add dimension ‘to’ dimension (or degree ‘to’ degree)

Translate

Type ‘translate’ and phrase. In second box choose language to translate to.

Check open flights or
flight status

Type ‘flight’ + name of city flying from and name of city flying to. Fill out dates and other
info.

Facts and Figures

Type ‘Time In’ + Name of City or Tides, or Sunsets or…!

Weather Updates

Type ‘weather’ + name of city and state.

Film listings, Restaurants

Type ‘movies’ or ‘restaurant’+ name of city and date.

and More!
Time Zones

Type ‘time in’ + name of city.

Google Newspaper
Archives

Type ‘Google Newspaper Archives”. Every newspaper with archives going back 100
years!

Nutrition Data

Type ‘nutrition’ + brand + item to see nutrition data before you order!

Google Sites All Their Own
Made with Code

Girls start out with a love of science and technology, but lose it somewhere along the way.
Let’s help encourage that passion in teen girls.

Google Expeditions

Expeditions allows teachers can take students on immersive virtual journeys.

A Google A Day

A Google A Day is an online puzzle game from Google which requires the player to solve
a lateral thinking puzzle by using Google to find the answer.

Google Arts and Culture

Google Arts & Culture features content from over 1200 leading museums and archives who
have partnered with the Google Cultural Institute to bring the world's treasures online

Google Doodles

Doodles are the fun, surprising changes that are made to the Google logo to celebrate
holidays, anniversaries, and the lives of famous artists, pioneers, and scientists.

A.I. Experiments

A.I. Experiments is a showcase for simple experiments that let anyone play with this
technology in hands-on ways, through pictures, drawings, language, music, and more.

Cardboard

Google’s virtual reality site. By cardboard templates or make your own! Requires the use
of a cell phone to take 3D trips around the earth.

Google Other Worlds
Journey to Middle Earth

A Google Chrome Experiment that takes you on a journey through middle earth.

Google Sky, Moon &

Similar to Google Earth, but explores the galaxy, Moon, and Mars.

Stars
Smarty Pins

A Google Geography Trivia and search game.

GeoGuesser

Game using StreetView images that drops the player in a random location and challenges
them to work out where they are.

Earth-Picker

Find the places any where on Earth!
Games

Atari Breakout

Atari’s classic game that can be played right in the browser.

Pacman

The game you loved way back when!

Zerg Rush

Watch the O’s gobble up your search!

T-Rex

It’s not just a “Can’t Connect” message- it’s a game!

Solitaire

The classic game to play right in your browser.

Tic Tac Toe

No paper needed!

Just Plain Fun
Askew

Watch your browser tilt for a fun illusion.

Google Sphere

Watch your browser spin!

Barrel Roll

Watch your browser go ‘round in a circle!

Gravity

The students will think you broke the Internet!

Underwater

Search the Google Chrome Browser under the ocean!

I’m Feeling Lucky

This feature changes every time you click. You never know what you’ll get!

Sound Play

Fun feature for kids and the classroom. ‘What does the ________ say?”

